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• Introduction 
ion problem with a discontinuous initial condition is solved 
by means of an explicit difference scheme. The scheme has the following 
f eat.11res • 
1 
Firstly, it uses a non-uniforrn gr\d in order to represent the discontinuity 
adequately. 
Secondly, for reasons of stability, Chebyshev polynomi als a,i•e used which 
reduce the computation time substantially. 
The third characteristic of the scheme is that the boundary condition at 
infinity is replaced by a condition at a finite point in such a way that 
the differences between the corresponding solutions remain within the range 
• of accuracy required. 
Finally, when the discontinuity is smoothed out the non-uni:fo1•10. grid is 
replaced by a uniform one. 
The calculations were perfor.rned on the fi:1, X8 computer of the Mathe-
matical Centre~ where the authors a:re members of the depa~,·tment of Applied 
• • • Mathematics and the Computational department, respect 1. vely. 
The work presented in this paper was carried out at the request of 
the F.O.M. laboratory. 
1. State~ent_of the problem 
In the study of heat diffusion one encounters the following initial 
boundary value problem: 
( 1 • 1 ) 
(a.T+S) a
2T 1 
+ - 0 < r < 00 , 0 < t < 00 , r ar , 
T(r,O) = 1, 0 < r < 1, 
T(r,O) O, 1 < r < 00 , 
T (O,t) = T( 00 ,t) - O, 0 < t < 00 • 
r 
Here, -a. and S are given positive constants and T is the 1.1nknown function 
to be detennjned in a given domain O < r < r 0 , 0 < t 
order of accuracy is 1%. 
2. The initial condition 
3 
For nuroerical calculations it is desirable to replace the discontinuous 
initial function T(r,O) by a continuous one. For instance, we may use the 
initial function 
1 , r < 1-li 'r, 
(2. 1) T(r,O) 1 r-1+~'r n)), 1-li'r < r < 1+~'r, 
0 , r > 1+li'r. 
By taking 8' r sufficiently small, this f11n<!tion approxicna.tes the physical 
initial function with any order of accuracy (see figure 2.1). We have 
chosen 8'r • 1 • 
4 
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fig. 2.1 Discontinuous and continuous initial function. 
In order to obtain an efficient difference scheme one should choose 
the grid points on the r-axis such that the mesh size in the neighbo1.1·r•hood 
of r 1 is small compared with the mesh size further away. However, in-
stead of choosing a non-uniforrn grid we rather introduce a new variable 
X x(r) such that equally spaced points at the ~-axis correspond with 
points on the r-axis which are distributed as mentioned above (see also 
figure 3. 1). 
( 3. 1) 
Introduction of a transfo:noation x = x(r) results in the equation 
aT 
= 
at A(x,T) 
aT 
ax, 
where 
A(x,T) 
B(x,T) 
< a.T+e) 2 X , 
r 
1 (a.T+fs) (x + - x ). 
rr r r 
For nti·rrterical calculations it is desirable that the coefficients 
A(x,T) and B(x,T) vary continuously. The following tran~forir•a,tion satisfies 
this condition: 
• 
• 
(3.2) X 
r, r-1 < -flr, 
~x 
r ~r 7T 
r + 2(~x-lir) + 1, r-1 > 6r . 
sin tr n , 
r-1 < tir, 
.F'u1·therroore, by choosing 6x > fir the function x(r) behaves as illustrated 
in figure 3.1 (see also fig·u:re 3.2 where (3.2) is given). 
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fig. 3. 1 The transforrnation x x(r) fig. 3. 2 The trans:ror:rnation ( 3. 1) 
Next we consider the problem how flr and ~x should be chosen. We shall 
use the criterion that the righthand side of (3.2) varies sufficiently 
slowly with x. There are many possibilities to derive conditions for 6x and 
/:J.r from this criterion. For exa.rr1ple, we may req11i re that 
(3.3) d dx [x2 r T (r,O) + (x xx rr 
. 1 
+ - x )T (r,O)] 
r r x 
< a, 
• 
6 
where denotes some norrti in the space of functions defined at 
1-fl'r < r < 1+~'r and a measures the max.jtna.1 allowed va~,..iation. Condition 
( 3. 3) can be written in the more simple fo1•r11 
(3.3') 
T +T 
rrr rr 
X 
r 
< a, 
where we have neglected the coefficient 1/r, i.e. we have put 1/r = 
In table 3.1 some values of 
(3.4) 
T +T 
rrr rr 
X 
r 
2 
1+8'r 
-
-
-
1-8'r 
T +T -2 
rrr rr 
X 
r 
are given for the initial function (2.1) with 8'r 
Table 3. 1 
I,._ 6.r • 1 .2 .3 .4 
6.x 
• 1 377 
.2 73 377 
.3 34 103 377 
.4 21 47 139 377 
.5 14 27 72 170 
.6 11 17 44 96 
.7 8 12 30 62 
.8 7 9 21 43 
.9 6 7 16 32 
1 .o 5 5 13 24 
dr 
• 1 • 
• 5 
37 
19 
11 
7 
5 
4 
7 
4 
8 
9 
7 
3 
1 • 
7 
4. Di,~.c~etiz~t~<?n o:f the spa_ce _variabl~ 
2 2 The next step is to replace the differential operator Aa /ax + Ba/ax 
in equation (3.2) by a difference operator defined at the grid points j~, 
j = O, 1, 2, ••• the x-axis. For j > 1 we may use the operator 
( 4. 1 ) A. 
J 
X -2+X 
+ -
~2 
+ B. 
J 
X -X 
+ -
, 
where A., B. are the coefficients A, B evaluated at the point x x.=j~ 
J J - J 
and X+ denote the shift operators over ±~. At the point x = 0 we 1na.y use 
-
the operator (compare Saul'yev [ 1 ], p.77) 
(4.2) 
X -1 
+ 
~ 
Equation (3.2) reduces to an infinite set of ordinary, first order 
differential equations 
(4.3) dT dt = DT, 
• 
where T now denotes a vector :function oft, the components of which are 
the temperatures Tat the gridpoints 
• diagonal type, namely 
(4.4) D -
, 
• 
0 1 -
' 
' 
X. • 
J 
, 
' 
The rnatrix D 
0 
0 
' 
(d .. ) is of tri-1,J 
... 
For stability considerations, some information about the eigenvalues 
of Dis desirable. We have the following theorem. 
8 
Theorem 4.1 
Let ~x, 6r and~ be such that 
(4.5) A .. > ~~ B. , j = 1, 2, J J • • • 
• 
Then the matrix D has its eigenvalues in the 
where the spectral. radius o(D) satisfies the 
negative interval C-cr (D) ,oJ, 
• • inequality 
• 
(4.6) -max 
- ~2 • J 
2 { 2 , ( aT . + f3 ) X } • 
J r 
Proof 
If 4,,) is• satis:ried ther"off-diagonal elements of D are positive. From this 
property it follows that the tri-diagonal n:iatrix has real eigenvalues 
(see Wilkinson [ 3], p. 335). 
00 
Fi.l1··the1·raore, let R .. - = d. . • Then all the eigenvalues cS of D lie in 
i j-o i,J 
the 1.lllion of intervals 
o-d .. 
l.1 
j;ti 
• 
< R. , 1. = 0, 1 , 2, • . • • 
l. 
From (4.4) and (4.5) it follows that , 
(4.7) AO -8- < o < o, 
E;2 
A. 
_4_J_ < 
~2 
o < o, j 1 , 2, • • • • 
• 
By using the definition of A. J 
inequality (4.6) easily follows. 
5. •niscretization·of the time·valiable 
There remains the problem of solving the set of ordinary differential 
equations (4.3). In Van der Houwen [2], p. 19 a method is given which is most 
appropriate f'or eq1Jations of this type, provided that the eigenvalues of D 
are non-positive. From theorem 4.1 it follows that 
eigenvalues when condition (4.5) is satisfied. Let 
• • D does have non-positive 
11s ass1.1rne that ~ · is 
chosen so small that ( 4. 5) is satisfied. Then we rnay use the diff'erence 
scheme 
(5.1) n 
n 
where T is the time step, C is the Chebyshev polynorni al of degree n, and 
n 
Tk represents the temperature at t = kT. 
To ens11re stability the time step T has to satisfy the condition 
( c:f. [ 2 J, p. 22 ) 
2n2 (5.2) T < 
- cr(D) • 
This condition is certainly satisfied when a(D) is replaced by the right 
hand side of relation (4.6), i.e. 
(5.2') '[ < 
j J r 
9 
We are now in a position to make a choice for ~x and ~r. On one hand, 
the right hand side of equation (3.2) is requ.jred to vary sufficiently 
slowly with x (see table 3.1), on the other hand, we wish to restrict the 
computation time. In order to get a rough idea of the computation time 
. . .. 
necessary to perfot·rn the integration in, let us say, a rectangle 
of gridpoints we have to 
consider (we ass1-11r1e that the computation time is roughly proportional to 
this ntrrnber multiplied by the degree of the Chebyshev polynornj al used). 
If we take a polyno:rni al of degree n then at each new time step we have to 
add n points to the difference scheme. Therefore, the grid points neces-
sary :for the integration lie in a polygon as shown in fig11-re 5. 1. Here, 
the angle e is defined by tan 8 .,. 1 /n. 
For the time step T we have taken the value 
(5.3} T -
which certainly satisfies relation ( 5. 2' ) . F\1rther1nore, we have chosen 
(5.4) .1, ~ = .1, n = 10 and S = 
* This value of a is of physical interest. 
• 
10 
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fig. 5.1 Grid points necessary for integration 
For some values of /J.r and 8X an estirnate is • • given in table 5.1 of the 
nber 
Table 5. 1 Estimates of computational labor 
/J.r • 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 
fix 
.2 10 
.3 29 5 
.4 60 11 3 
.5 103 20 6 3 
.6 160 32 1 1 5 2 
.7 232 48 17 8 4 
.8 321 67 25 1 1 6 
.9 427 91 34 16 8 
1.0 552 119 45 21 12 
A comparison of table 3. 1 and 5. 1 reveals that in the domain of inte,-
rest the lines of eq,1a,1 variation approximately correspond with lines of 
eqUB,] computation time. A series of n,1merical experiments has shown that 
(5.5) .2, Ax .6 
yield satisfactory results for the special case (5.3), (5.4). 
6. Act~al computc1:tion .. sch~me 
In 01l·r acdJu.sJ calculations we have applied the di:f:ference scheme 
described in the preceding sections. The parameters have been chosen 
according to (5.4) and (5.5). We have used a variable time step given by 
( 6. 1) 'I = 1 ----------= 50(a.T(O)+S) ' 
11r . 
wl1ere a. was chosen to be - . 263. 
This step is slightly larger than the one given by (5.3). 
In addition, we have made two modifications, which t11~cned out to save a 
considerable a,1r1ormt of computing time. 
Firstly, instead of adding 10 points at each new level only those 
1 1 
Nu.rnerical experiments showed that the results did not change much and that 
the effect of the above criterion resulted in only one or two new points 
at each level. 
The second modification was the transition to a uniforrn grid on the 
r-axis as soon as the discontinuity introduced by the initial temperature 
has been smoothed out. The discontinuity was said to be smoothed out when 
T(1-8r) - T(1+~r) < .2. 
The transition to the new grid on the r-axis req11i.red the interpolation 
of the temperature at the new points in the interval (1-~r, 1+~r), a:rter 
which the original differential equation was integrated with a variable 
timestep given by 
2 2 
T = ..,... _,,.__n_,,. .. -~~--:.--
4 ( cxT ( 0) + f3) 
1 
4(aT(O)+f3) . 
12 
7. Numerical results 
In the following tables the results are given, obtained by applying the 
method described in the preceding sections where the parameters r 0 ~ 6r', ~, 
n, ~r~ ~x and T have the values specified in (5.4), (5.5) and (6.1). a and S 
have the values -.263 and .291 respectively. 
t 63 1 .... 1 2.91 4.01 5.07 6.70 r t ~.54 8.60 9.83 10.70 12.37 r 
0 .99 .99 .91 .76 .62 .48 0 .43 .36 .31 .29 .25 
• 1 .99 .99 .90 .75 • 62 .48 • 1 .42 .36 .31 .29 .25 
' 
.2 .99 .98 .88 • 74 .62 .48 .2 .42 .3 .31 .29 .24 
.3 .99 .97 .86 • 72 • 61 .47 .3 .42 .36 .31 .28 .24 
.4 .99 .94 .82 • 70 • 59 .47 .4 .41 .35 .31 .28 .24 
. 5 .99 .90 .78 • 67 .57 .45 .5 .40 .35 .31 .28 .24 
.6 .98 .85 .74 • 64 .56 .45 .6 .40 .35 .30 .28 .24 
.7 .94 .79 .70 • 62 • 54 .43 .7 .38 .34 .30 .27 .23 
.8 .87 .74 .64 • 57 .50 • 41 .8 .37 .33 .29 .27 .23 
.872 .78 .66 .62 • 56 .50 .41 
.909 .72 • 63 .60 • 54 .49 .40 
.936 .66 • 60 .58 . 53 .47 .40 .9 .36 .32 .28 .26 .23 
.959 .63 .59 .56 • 51 .47 .39 
.980 . • 61 .58 .54 • 50 .46 .39 
1 • 60 .57 .53 .49 .45 .38 1 .35 .31 .28 .26 .22 
1. 020 .58 .55 .51 .48 .44 .38 
1. 041 .58 .54 .49 .46 .43 .37 
1. 064 .57 .53 .47 .45 .42 .36 1 • 1 .33 .30 .27 .25 .22 
1. 091 .54 • 51 .46 .43 .40 .35 
1.128 .48 .48 .44 • 42 .39 .34 
1. 2 .37 .41 .41 .40 .38 .33 1 .2 .32 .29 .26 .24 .21 
1. 3 .27 .35 .39 .38 .37 .33 1. 3 .31 .28 .25 .24 • 21 
1. 4 .26 .32 .34 .34 .33 .31 1. 4 .29 .27 .25 .23 .20 
1. 5 .21 .30 .30 .31 .30 .29 1. 5 .27 .26 .24 .22 .20 
1. 6 • 14 .24 .29 .30 .30 .28 1 .6 .27 .25 .23 .22 • 19 
1. 7 .09 .20 .26 .28 .28 .27 1. 7 .26 .24 .22 .21 .19 
1. 8 .08 • 18 .22 .24 .25 .25 1. 8 .24 .23 • 21 .20 • 18 
1. 9 .06 • 16 • 19 .22 .23 .23 1 .9 .22 .21 .20 • 19 • , 8 
2 .04 • 13 .18 .20 .22 .22 2 .21 .20 .19 .19 .17 
13 
8. D,escription o,~ the_,,.,progra.tn 
In proced1J:re rnatrixcoeff the coefficients occ1.1rring in ( 4. 4) are 
• 
computed. This procedt1re also deteJ:-rni.nes the points of' the non-unifoJ:·m 
grid with the corresponding initial values of u in the interval (1-~r~1+~r). 
Procedures D and 
given in (4.4). 
➔• D2 transforrn a vector c into + De where D is the matrix 
D is used for a non-uni:rorm grid and D2 for a uniform grid. 
We now give the complete ALGOL- 60 progra.rn. 
14 
ent·fo - if'fuaion--problem; 
.n eger aeg, g, I, i, j, k, k1, k2, 1, m, n, o, p, q, a, t, t1; 
rea1· a'.; al.fa, b, beta, delta, dr_, dr1, dr2, dx, dx1, inx, irho, pi, 
'r, 'rho, rho2, sigrne., T, tau, tau1, itau, tyd, tyd1, uO, u1, 1.l.2., 
v, x, y,.z; 
procedure 1mltrixcoeff k, 1, p, r, ri, xr2, xrr, u; value k, 1; 
11ri.teg'er' k, 1; array ri, xr2, xrr, u; 
15egin Integer I, , .. m.; 
rea1 b, ·e, -r, x, y; 
'6ooi"ean yes; 
f':• 'd; 'm:• k + 1 + 1; b:• pi 2 X dr1 ; e:• pi dr; 
yes:• false; 
for i:~ i step 1 until 1 do 
begin f :=- 1' + rho; r:• 1 - d_jA; x:• 1 + a.r; 
zeroin r, x, ,,. sin r 11 •• 1 +- dr- Xe Xv pi+ dx X r -
1 ,=,dr xv dr-1 + dr,,,.f, 11 - 11; 
x:• - COS r - 1 + dr X e X V + dx; 
y:=- sin r - 1 + dr X e X v X e; ri[k + i] :• r; 
ri[m- i :• 2 - r; xr2[k + i]:• xr2[m- i]:• x Xx; 
xrr[k + i] :• x r + y; xrr[m = , i] :• x 2 - r - y; 
if r > 1 - dr1 /\ 7yes then 
Degin yes:• true; p:• k ·+ 'i .... 1 end; 
'if "'yes then 
eginu1k'"+· il:• a:• cos r-1 + dr1 Xb + 1 X .5; 
I ■ I ·ur m - i] : - 1 - a 
end 
end; 
:xr~[k]:• xr2[m]:• dr X d.r; xrr[k1:• dr 
xrr[m] :• dr 1 + dr ; ri[k] :• 1 - a.r; 
end nntrixcoeff; 
1 -.d.r; 
ri[m] :• 1 + d.r 
procedure D k, 1, m, c., u, xr2, xrr ; '1aJ,ue k, 1, m; integer k, 1., m; 
a1-ray c, u, xr2, xrr; 
begfn integer 1, 11, m1; 
reaJ. c1m:in1 , ci, ciplus1; 
ci:~.c[o]; ciplusl:= c[1]; 
c[o] ~- - ci + ciplus1 x al.fa x u[o] + beta x 4 rho2; 
for i:• 1 step 1 until k do 
o'egin cimin1 :• ci;' ci:• c ..... plus1; 
"cti] :• ciplue1 - cimin1 
cimin1 x al.fa X u[ i] + beta 
end; 
f 1': • k + 1 · v•. 1 ; 
• 
ciplus1:~ c[i + 1]; 
i + i + ciplu,s1 2 x 
rho2 
for i:• k + 1 step 1 until 11 do 
begin cimin1:=- ci; ci:• ciplus1; cipl11s1:• c[i + 1]; 
ci + 
'c[·1] :• ciplus1 - 2 X ci + ciminl x xr2[-i] dr2 + 
ciplus1 - cimin1 x xrr[ i] 2 x {al:fa x u[ i] + beta 
dr2 
end; 
m1 : • k + 1 + m - 1 ; 
for 1:= k + 1 step 1 until m1 do 
oegin cimin1:•' cI;" ci:• ciplus1; cipluAs1:• c[i + 1]; 
• 
c[i]:• 
cimin1 
end 
ciplus1 - cimin1 ) 
x alfa X u[i] + beta 
i + i + 
rho2 
c1:plus1 2 X ci + 
end D;' · 
procedure D2 k., c, u); \JaJ ue k; integer k; array c, u; 
oegin 1nteger i; 
end; 
reaJ cimin1, ci., ciplus1; 
ci1:·:,; c[o]; ciplus1 := c[ 1]; 
c[O] :• =• 2• ci + ciplt1s1 X (alfa X u[O] + beta) X 4 
f'or i:• 1 step 1 until k do 
begin cimin1 :• ci;" c:t:·- c plus1; 
' ' ·cLi] :=- ciplus1 -. cimin1 
cimin1 x alfa X u[i] + beta 
end 
ciplus1:= c[i + 1]; 
i + i + ci:plus1 - 2 
rho2 
rho2; 
X ci + 
deg:,,, RE:AD; PR 1:NTrF:XT -{: deg 
begin ar1·ay B[1:deg]; 
• , NLCR; 
I'or ·1:·~ 1 step 1 until deg do B[ i] :• READ; 
pi:= 3.141~~ -~653 93; ty :z time; 
:for alfa: • BE:AD while alfa :fr »5 do 
'6egin PRINTrEiX1' {aJ,,f'a ; FIXT _, 6, al.fa ; beta:• RE.AD; 
., · P'RillT11E!XT <f: beta ; F:1~1• 3, 6, beta ; NI.CR; rho:• READ; 
PR:1 N111rE:X'11 {: rho ; ABSF l'.XT 3, 6, rho ; NLCR; dr:• READ; 
PRlNTrE:X'11 <f: dr ) ; ........ F.I X'I' 3., 6, dr ; d.x: • READ; 
PR::r:N'l*l1Ex11 <t,: ax """ ; .ABSFIXT 3, 6, _a.x ; NLCR; 
inx:= READ; PR:1NrrTR:x.T * ..... ; ABSFI~I! 3, 6, inx ; NLCR; 
dr1 :• READ; PRINTrE!XT ~ dr1 ; ABS:Bt:::t:x:r 3, 6, dr1 ; 
T:.,,, READ; PRINTrE:XT-{: T ==~ ; ABSJi•J:~.r 3, 2, T ; 
C..... IAGE 3 ; rho2:= rho X rho; v:== dx-. dr; dr2:• dr X rhoj 
k:== entier (1 - dr + 10 - 12 rho ; 
o::z: entier d.x + 10 - 12 rho; 1:= o + o; 
m:= entier ........ - dr - 1 + 11 - 12 rho ; n:• k + 1; 
s:= available - 6 x 1-. 200 : 6; 
begin arra.y u, U, C[o:a], ri, xr2, xrr[k:n]; 
matrixcoeff k, o, k1, r, ri, xr2, xrr, u; 
k2:= n + k k1; 
for i:• 0 step 1 until k1 do u[1]:• 1; 
for i := k2 step 1 'u:rit1'.1 s o u[ i]: • o; 
or i: • 0 s=Ee "1 until 1 do 
begin SPA,.._ ; F....... 1 , ri[k + i] ; 
F°IX1' 2, 12, u[k + i ; Fl~r 2, 12, xr2[k + 1] ; 
FIXT 2, 12, xr-r[k + i] 
end; 
I.AGE 6; t:• n; x:= deg X deg X rho X rho; 
Z: • 2 X dx d:r dr) 2; 
y:a x if z > 2 then z else 2 x 2; tau:• y 
itau:• tau; a:• m + n; 
for i:• 1 step 1 until i + 1 do 
begin t1:~ t; t:= t + deg; tau1:• 1; 
'for j:• 0 step 1 until t do C[j]:- U[j]:- u[j]; 
1'or I:• 1 s-cep 1 unt1f deg do 
begin Dk, 1, "t -.'n,· C, U, xr2, xrr; 
beta.; 
15 
16 
tau1:=- tau1 X tau; 
for j:• t step~ 1 until Odo u(j]:• tau1 X B[I] x 
] + u[j1 · 
end PI tau.D Uk; 
for j :• 1 step 1 until s do F.IXT 3, 12, u[j] ; 
or j := t1 I step , rint1]. t 0 
b'egin a:• ul j J ;' if aL..ls a < 11 - 12 then 
'''6'egin t:• j; goto fin end 
end,; 
fin:"" t;,...-:-" ..... IAGE 2 ; if uO < T then goto end; a:• u[k]; 
• , 
b:• u[n]; if a· b dr + dr < .2 then goto uss; 
tau:• y alfa x b +beta; ita.u:=- itau + tau 
end; 
uss: PR-IN'.L■:L*EXLi ~uniform apa.ce ste~ ; C ._._ IAGE 2 ; 
p:== entier 2 X dr rho + 11 - 12 - 1; =• 1; 
irho:• 1 - dr + rho; x:• 1 - dr; u1 :• u[k ; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until p do 
begin for j ::,;· g step 1· unTil 1 do 
- beg1:ii 'y: ri[li:"'+ j];, u2:• u[ + j]; if' y > irho then 
' begin u[k + i] := u2 - u1-) X irho - x y - x 
+ u1; x: y; g:~ j + 1; irho:• irho + rho; 
u1:= u2,; goto again 
end; 
x:= y; u1: 211 u2 
end; 
aga3ii:' 
end; 
m: • 1 ,r:, :p =-, 1 ; 
for i:= n step 1 until t do u[ i ~ m]: u[i]; 
or i:• t - m + 1 ste:p 1 until t do u[ i] :-== o; t:• t - m; 
ae!'ta:• - beta ~ a + ...... ; 
x: deg X deg X rho X rho; 
else x beta + beta ; IXT 3, 12, uO ; NLCR; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until s do F1:x~1• 3, 12, u[il; 
1i2: u[ s +. 1 ] ; F..i.... _,, 1 2, u.2 ; C ·- IAGE 2 ; 
sigrllB.:• .025 uO - u2 ; 
p~:r:X11 2, 5, tau ; CARRIAGE 3 ; 
f'or 1:• 1 step 1 until 1000 do 
'6egin t1 :== t;' t:=·i ·+ 'deg; tau1 : • 1; 
, ''f•or j:• 0 step 1 until t do C[j]:== U[j]:=- u[j]; 
or I:• 1 'ste:p 1 un-€1:; deg do 
oegin D2 t -·1, , ; tau1 :• tau1 X tau; 
2 for j:= t step-1 until Odo u[j]:= tau1 XB[I] X ] + u[ j,. ■ # L 
end PI taunewD2 Uk; 
for j := 1 ste:p 1 until s do F 1 .• X!•~ 3, 12, u[ j] ; 
u~:• u[ s + 1] ;' F ........ .,., _, 12, u2 ; 
• 
' 
end 
ena 
for j:• t1 + 1 step 1 until t do 
'begin a:• u[j]; i:f 1abs a 11 - 12 then 
, begin t:~ j; goto fjn2 end 
end; 
f'in-,·: "c ..... !AGE 2 ; if uO < T then goto end; 
tau:• if uO < de1 ta then x ru:fa X uO + beta X 4 
else x (beta + beta ; sigmt:• .025 uO - u2 ; 
£au:=- if tau< sigrra then tau else sigma; 
i tau:== tau + "'•tau 
end; ~ 
end1:" '-€yd1 :• time; C 
end 
end 
F·:1::x.ri• 3, 2, tyd 1 
~ PAGE 
• 
IAGE 2); PR:l"N1rl'H:tl1 ~rekentyd ; 
- tyd ; PR I N'l'l1EXl1 ~sec.:t ; tyd: • tyd1; 
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